Cartoons—
Not just for kids.
Part I

1. Chuck Jones later named this previously unnamed frog what?
2. In the 1990s the frog became the mascot for which television network?
3. What was Elmer Fudd’s original name?
4. What is the name of the opera that “Kill the Wabbit” came from?
5. Name a Looney Tunes animal cartoon character that wears pants:
6. What is the name of Pepe le Pew’s Girlfriend?
7. Name 3 Looney Tune Characters with speech impediments
8. Name the influential animator who had a hand in creating all of these characters: Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Screwy Squirrel, and Droopy
9. Name the Tiny Tunes character based on the Tazmanian Devil
10. In what century does Duck Dodgers take place?
11. What is Dot’s full first name?
12. What kind of contracts do the animaniacs have?
13. What company do all of the above characters come from?
Part II

14. Name one of Darkwing Duck’s Catch phrases:

15. Name the three characters in “Tailspin” that also appear in “the Jungle book” (though the universes are apparently separate and unrelated)

16. Who is this?

17. Fill in these blanks:

   “Life is like a __________ here in __________
   Race cars, lasers, aeroplanes - it's a ______ blur
   You might ______ a _____ or rewrite______
   ______! __.__!”

18. What was the name of Doug Funnie’s dog?

19. Whose catchphrase is: “So what’s the sitch”?

20. What kind of an animal is Ron Stoppable’s pet, Rufus?

21. No one is cooler than, who? She’s her own biggest fan, who? Catch her if you can, who?

22. What company is responsible for the production of the above (Part II) characters?
Part III

23. What cigarette brand are Fred and Barney recommending you smoke here?

Match the catch phrase to the Character!

24. “Zoinks!”

25. “Oh my Darlin Clementine”

26. ”Exit Stage Left”

27. “I hate ____”

28. ” I'll do the ‘thinnin’ around here, and doooon't you forget e-it!"

29. “Like I always say sometimes...”

30. “HO!, Hee!, Hi! Ho!, HA!”

31. “I get no respect”

32. “Roger-Dodger!"

33. "Woooh, Mama!"

34. What was the name of the antagonist in The Smurfs?

35. Mojo Jojo is the villain in what early morning cartoon?

36. What does Dexter’s pet Monkey do when he isn’t being a lab assistant?

37. Who is the gender neutral game console in Adventure Time?
38. In Ed, Edd and Eddy, who carries Plank around?

39. By the way, which one is which? (From left to right) _______ _______ _______
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40. Fill in the blanks:
   “Momma had a _____,
   Momma had a _____
   Dad was _____, he didn’t _____ _____”

41. What company do these (Part III) cartoon characters derive from?

**Part IV: Adults only**

42. What is Sterling Archer’s middle name?

43. What is the name of Cheryl’s pet Ocelot?

44. What two tattoos does Archer have on his back?

45. Name the band members in Metalocalypse:

46. In the show Futurama, where is Lrrr from?

47. What Planet do Amy Wong’s parents live on?

48. Fill in the blanks:
   “Myyyy Naaaaame is _______ the mic rula, The old ____, You wanna ____?
   I’ll bring it to ya”

49. And these ones too:
   “_________ And I’m on top, Rock you like a ____ , _____ you’re up next with your knock knock”
50. Last ones:

“_______ make the _____ see?
_______ get the ____, G
_______ in my car
living like a ____
_____ on my fingers and my ____
and I’m a ______________”

51. With respect to the Belcher family, what is special about the voice actress who plays Louise?

52. What is the name of Bob’s rival restaurant across the street?

53. Name three cartoon characters all voiced by H Jon Benjamin

**Part V: Who’s That Pokemon?!**

54.

55.

56.